


















Imagine what it would mean to…








… an architect if he could automatically create a
3D model from photographs
… a surgeon if he had access to accurate 3D models






































1. TV-L1 Optical Flow








--->>> a brief demonstration <<<---
Optical flow u = (ux, uy)







































1. TV-L1 Optical Flow








Solution by Pock respectively Zach et al.:
 convex relaxation


















Ω+∇= ∫Ω d ),,( minarg 1101 IIuuu* u ρλ
 soft-thresholding + Chambolle algorithm
multi-scale resolution scheme


















2. Traditional automatic 3D Reconstruction








How: exploit parallax given by two or more images
 Multi-view stereo methods







































3. Projection Model for Planar Image Sensors

















































3. Projection Model for Planar Image Sensors
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 nonlinear
 linearization
4. Camera Ego-Motion Estimation








Image brightness constancy :
I1 + (||r||Ztp)T ∇I1 – I0 = 0
Special case t = (tx, ty, 0)T and Ω = (0, 0, 0)T:






































4. Camera Ego-Motion Estimation









































































































4. Camera Ego-Motion Estimation








































































































Differences to TV-L1 DfM on the sphere:
 linearized dependence on Z



















 slight modification of soft-thresholding






















































































 eventually predict solution
 add tracker










































1. Host : I/O + render calls
2. Device: parallel processing per pixel
by fragment shading kernels


























AEE = 0.89, AAE = 12.5°
Dimetodron
AEE = 0.52, AAE = 10.2°
Rubberwhale
AEE = 0.62, AAE = 21.3°

























































































True t = (tx,ty,tz) median(t)
X (-1, 0, 0) (-1.00, 0.03,-0.13)
Y ( 0,-1, 0) ( 0.02,-1.00,-0.40)



















X+Z (-1, 0,-1) (-0.95, 0.23,-1.00)









































































































































9. Future Prospects and Conclusion









 slow with respect to convergence if θ 0
 no camera rotation
 only for synthetic images
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